Microabrasion plus resin infiltration in masking white spot lesions
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Abstract. – OBJECTIVE: Enamel opacities or white spot lesion is a result of enamel demineralization due to cariogenic activity or fluorosis, or enamel hypoplastic/hypo-mineralized, which are an esthetic concern. A recent evidence base of dentistry has been focused on the Minimal Invasive Dental (MID) approach for treating such lesions. The aim of the study is to evaluate the esthetic improvement of white spots lesion using microabrasion and resin infiltration in upper permanent incisors, immediately and up to six months follow-up.

CASE DESCRIPTION: For the present case with enamel opacities, the minimal invasive therapy resin infiltration was chosen, preceded by microabrasion technique, to improve the teeth aesthetic appearance of the affected teeth.

An excellent improvement in 11 and 21 teeth esthetic. However, we still found good outcome in the enamel surfaces after six months follow-up, which became hard to detect, except in the near inspection. The patient was delighted with the well-defined enhancement in his esthetics smile and was mentioned no postoperative sensitivity immediately or in the recall evaluation.

CONCLUSIONS: The resin infiltration showed significant teeth esthetic improvement immediately and good follow-up outcome for six months, preceded by microabrasion. More high-quality and long-term clinical studies are needed to verify durability and factors that may affect treatment quality.
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Introduction

Enamel opacities or white spot lesion (WSL) is a result of enamel demineralization due to cariogenic activity or fluorosis due to excessive fluoride exposure, or enamel hypoplastic/hypo-mineralized due to impairment of enamel development and formation before the eruption of teeth. Spreading of light through the subsurface mineral loss as a consequence of air and saliva presence in contrast to the surrounding natural enamel can cause a whitish and chalky appearance.

Numerous individuals looking for dental esthetic treatment are concerned with tooth appearance. Shade is one of the foremost visually imperative aspects remarkably while they are smiling. Several preventive procedures have been utilized to maintain a strategic distance from the demineralization or stop and reverse the progression if that occurs. Natural and additional remineralization agents such as fluoride topical or systematic, casein phosphor peptide amorphous calcium phosphate (CPP-ACP), can arrest the progression and remineralize the lesions but cannot completely be masking the WSL.

Direct restoration or indirect restoration such as veneer could be an option of treatment. This procedure needs an invasive treatment that removes more of the tooth structure, in addition to the longer chair clinical treatment. A recent evidence base of dentistry has been focused on the Minimal Invasive Dental (MID) approach. The fundamental philosophy of this concept was shifting from a predominantly reparative approach to maximal conservation of natural dental structures.

Bleaching, microabrasion, and resin infiltration are common modes of MID; they are alternative therapy with less aggressive and novel solutions in certain clinical cases.

Resin infiltration is a low viscosity material that is primarily composed of triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA), which has consequently infiltrated the microporous of the inner and outer enamel surface. Sealing the micro porosities by resin will reduce the scattering of lights and slow or arrest the progression of the lesion, making it more resistant to bacterial acid attack. Other benefits of using this treatment method include partially or completely esthetic masking the enamel opacities alongside high maintenance of the dental health substance.
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Microabrasion is a micro-abrasive technique that was demonstrated in the 1970s through the use of 18% hydrochloric acid, hydrogen peroxide, and ether. Using 35% phosphoric acid instead of hydrochloric acid in 1989, which was thought to be beneficial because it is often used in clinical treatment for other procedures. The focal function of enamel microabrasion is the mechanical removal of opaque discoloration or irregular texture caused by teeth demineralization, fluorosis, and enamel hypoplasia. The elimination of the highly porous enamel surface is limited between 25-200 mm, through swabbing a mixture containing acid and an abrasive bure using a low-speed headpiece.

Hence, this study aimed to discuss the contemporary procedures of the minimally invasive therapy and to evaluate the esthetic improvement of white spots lesion using microabrasion and resin infiltration in upper permanent incisors, immediately and up to six months follow up.

A Clinical Case
Diagnosis, Examination, and Treatment Procedure

A 35-year-old male patient presented at the Dental Clinic of Qassim University, Saudi Arabia. He was displeased with the presence of white spots in his smile on the upper anterior teeth since he was young. The patient stated that in the last couple of years, he visited several dental clinics to treat his complaint, and all of them suggested either composite restoration or ceramic veneer. He refused these types of treatment because he did not want to expose his teeth to an aggressive approach, especially since these options could not be a permanent solution. After that, the patient said he was pleased when he heard that the dental clinics of the University provide a less invasive and cosmetic treatment that can mask these lesions in a short-visited time.

The patient was systemically healthy, and the complete health of hard/soft intraoral tissue, the radiographic examination also disclosed normal supporting tissues. The clinical examination revealed WSL on teeth 11 and 21, which were diagnosed as enamel hypoplasia. Informed consent was obtained from the patient, and the treatment plan was chosen to be teeth polishing, microabrasion, and resin infiltration, followed by diet and oral hygiene instructions.

Microabrasion

Teeth and lesions were cleaned using prophylaxis paste. Teeth lesions were micro braided using both 37% phosphoric acid as an abrasive agent and pumice stone. Two sessions contained multiple applications of phosphoric acid; they were performed in each lesion, circling movements of 15 s using a low-speed handpiece and a rubber cup bur. Two sessions were mandatory to get a predictable outcome by removing almost a superficial of 5-10% of enamel, noted that micro-eroded enamel generally depends on the severity and depth of the lesions. At the end of each session, the teeth were polished with superfine softex disc and Diamond R polishing paste to enhance any roughness on the surface.

Resin Infiltration

After the microabrasion session, the resin infiltrates procedure (Icon, DMG) (Figure 1) was applied according to the manufacturer’s guidelines, including multiple steps. After proper isolation, the first step is to etch by 15% hydrochloric acid for two minutes above the WSL only. Then, the etched zone was washed for 30 s with exuberant water and instantly dried. Reapplications of Icon-etch were needed due to the extension of opacity lesions. The next step was applying an agent composed of 99% ethanol to dry any water that could be held within the microporosity of the surface, allowing it to rest for 30 s. After these phases, the chalky appearance was seen altered, which had less visibility than previously.

Then, the low-viscosity resin was carefully applied to the affected teeth and was permitted to fill microporosities for 3 min. The repeated application was done for 1 min as well, then removed any excess from the surface before 40 s of light curing. Finally, the roughened enamel surface was polished with a high-luster polishing paste, using goat-hair brushes and polishing disc.

Results

Regarding the clinical case (Figure 2A), it shows WSL in the central incisor’s preoperative photograph. An immediately postoperative photograph (Figure 2B) using microabrasion and resin infiltration indicated an excellent improvement in 11 and 21 teeth esthetic. However, good outcome in the enamel surfaces after six months follow-up (Figure 2C) became hard to detect, except in the near inspection. High smile photographs before the treatment and in the recall visit six months later are showed in Figure 3A and 3B. Even though there was no total resolve of the WSL, the patient was delighted with the well-defined enhancement in his esthetics smile and was mentioned no postoperative sensitivity immediately or in the recall evaluation.
Discussion

At the end of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, the studies of dentistry have experienced a dramatic transform toward noninvasive or minimally invasive management. Prevention and proper diagnosis centering on the disease causes not only the consequences of the disease, but these are also the most prominent properties of this approach. The evidence showed that if the disease causes are not addressed appropriately, the teeth restorative will bomb entering into a repetitive restorative sequence. MID has become the first treatment choice, using the least invasive surgical approach, making it favorably acceptable to the patients due to numerous advantages\textsuperscript{6,7}.

Optical phenomena can be explained by the clinical appearance of enamel opacities on the
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teeth. The refractive index (RI) of the sound enamel is 1.62, whereas the RI of the porous enamel is 1.33 when it is filled with watery medium and 1.0 when filled by air. More porous enamel increased crystalline spaces caused major variance in RI induces changes in the external scattering, resulting in the formation of white patches.

In the present clinical case, the patient was needed two sessions of microabrasion, allowed to reduce the enamel opacity, restricted to 5-10% of the enamel superficial layer. This procedure variations the optical appearances of the affected enamel and made it lustrous and shiny nearly to natural enamel. Resin infiltration was followed microabrasion to penetrate the deepest subsurface micro porosities and esthetically mask the central chalky appearance.

However, the patient was delighted and satisfied with the immediately brilliant result. Six months later in the follow-up, still the improvement was good and acceptable even if it was not identical to the previous outcome. The patient mentioned his shortcomings some weeks before the recall period in terms of the oral hygiene instructions. According to the evidence, enamel micro-abrasion is practical and reliable for creating teeth visual appeal improvements. Clinical studies have considered it a safe and minimum operative intervention method subsequent to long-term and constant esthetic outcomes. Furthermore, clinical studies indicated that microabrasion with phosphoric acid showed defiant to bacterial colonization on the enamel surface. When dealing with fluorosis, it is essential to consider the extent of enamel stains or defects because microabrasion is more effective in the superficial enamel. The latest study exhibited that two minutes of micro-abrasive management decreases around 10% of the enamel thickness.

It can have predicted the extension of the lesion through passing the light cure, indicating the darker shade if the lesions go deeper. The microabrasion technique produces contrast enhancement because the mineralized tissue in the enamel surface is condensed within the organic area, and the top shell of prism-rich enamel is modified with compaction with no prism layer. Reflection of the light will be inverse; enamel appeared glossy color and smooth texture.

In an attempt to optimize the final esthetic output, the microabrasion strategy may be integrated with certain other therapeutic interventions when absolutely required. Remineralizing agents, such as those used in daily oral hygiene or those that require clinical application by a dentist, have a limited effect on these abnormalities and have a slower duration, which is often highly reliant on the patients’ commitment.

The purpose of resin infiltration is to completely block subsurface microporosities while also generating a surface boundary within the body of the lesion rather than on the surface. Also, instead of removing initial caries, the resin infiltration concept aims to arrest it and inhibit the routes for acids to demineralize enamel. As a result of the lesser variation between both the refractive indices of the resin-infiltrated and intact enamel, less light is scattered, allowing the infiltrated enamel to resemble the healthy enamel.

Resin can optimize enamel color scheme, even in greater depth lesions, since it infiltrates deeper lesions, and the effect seems quick recovery compared to remineralization agents such as CPP-ACP.
and fluoride. Park et al. noticed that cariogenic activity had significantly slower in the infiltrated enamel compared to non-infiltrated lesions.

Resin infiltration showed effectiveness in ceasing the progression of incipient caries in the recent systematic review and was indeed encouraging minimal intervention therapy. The masking of WSL in mild to moderate fluorosis case report using resin infiltration is significantly greater than that of natural remineralization or the routine application of fluoride varnishes as well as the patient having resin infiltration was the highest satisfied. Despite the fact that the WSL was not totally masked, the outcome of all four cases was steady at the end of the 19-month follow-up and was satisfactory to patients. In such severe cases, the authors even proposed microabrasion prior to resin infiltration or bleaching. In certain cases, improvement can be measured solely through the use of resin infiltration and necessitates minor wear in the reformed enamel to eliminate or minimize the WSL.

A study exhibited masking of demineralized active post-orthodontic lesions was better than developmental anomaly lesions. There may be partial or no masking effect in deeper WSL, and inactive WSL have a thicker surface layer that inhibits infiltration. The researchers concluded the differences in outcomes depend on the depth and activity of the lesion.

Therefore, accurate diagnosis of each case must be based on medical and dental history, a full assessment of etiology, and appropriate examination of teeth defects, including clinical manifestations, severity, depth, and activity of lesions, to implement the right treatment plan.

Conclusions

Minimally invasive therapy is considered an ease acceptable, and satisfactory treatment option for patients. The resin infiltration showed significant teeth esthetic improvement immediately and good follow-up outcome for six months, preceded by microabrasion. More high-quality and long-term clinical studies are needed to verify durability and factors that may affect treatment quality.
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